Mediated Submission License—ScholarsArchive

By signing below, you request mediated deposit of the materials listed below:

Research Support Services for Religious Studies

You, Trevan Hatch, Ryan Lee, and Gerrit van Dyk, grant Brigham Young University (BYU) the non-exclusive right to post your materials into the University’s institutional repository, ScholarsArchive, and allow BYU the right to copy, store, perform, display, reproduce, and distribute the submission worldwide in any format or medium. You represent that the submission is original and that you have the authority to grant the rights contained within this license.

If your submitted materials were previously published or contain material for which you do not hold copyright, you confirm that:

- You have obtained the necessary permission of the copyright owner or publisher for the rights required by this license.
- A copy of such permission will be retained in your records.
- Such third-party material is clearly identified and acknowledged within the text or content of the submission. You also represent that your submission does not infringe anyone else’s copyright.

If the submission is based upon work that has been sponsored or supported by an agency or organization other than BYU, you represent that you have fulfilled any obligations required by any contract or agreement with that agency or organization.

If there are patent implications when submitting new innovations and discoveries, please consult with the Technology Transfer Office before publishing (801-422-6266).

BYU will identify your name(s) as the author(s) or owner(s) of the submission and you will retain all rights to your submission.
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You are encouraged to review Retaining Author Rights and complete BYU’s online Copyright Tutorial prior to your first submission.